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Abstract

Background: Resulting from conflicts, millions of peoples have been forced to leave their countries of origin. In Sweden, the Employment Agency is responsible for making decisions of immigrants' residence in municipalities and in co-operation with these allow the immigrants' establishment in the society. Preventive interventions among migrants and refugees, and health interventions in heterogeneous populations show that increased participation in society has positive imprints on health development. A new country includes getting acquaintance with non-familiar cultures. For example, other expectations on rules of gender, sickness, and illness. Recent years the low density populated areas in northern Sweden have received a high number of refugees in comparison with their population size. The purpose of this study was to explore how officials the Employment Agency and a selection of municipalities reflect over and define health promoting factors in their meetings with newly arrived.

Methods: All officials (N 68) in one of the four northern counties were invited to recording their reflections on health promoting factors close to their meetings with newly arrived. The officials recorded how they defined health promoting factors according to the Audit method. The data collection of experiences of importance considering health promotion and social determinants was collected by five focus group interviews with twenty-three officials.

Results: This study showed that the officials defined access to the health care, participation in the society, and sufficient collaboration between the authorities for not losing valuable time during the establishment period as imported factors for their clients' opportunities for health. The officials take power among males for given, while they more often reflected over lack of power among women. However, the Swedish ideal of gender as equal quite often a challenge the newly arrivals.

Introduction

In the light of the conflicts that resulted in an increasing refugee stream between 2013 to 2015, the Migration Agency radically increased the number of asylum places in the four most northern counties in Sweden (Jämtland, Västernorrland, Västerbotten, and Norrbotten). In 2015, an aggregate number of 51197 asylum seekers were allocated to the Swedish municipalities. From those, 4669 individuals (9.1%) where allocated in the four northern counties [1]. In the present study one of those counties was selected for further investigations.

Individual’s health status depends on several factors, which often are located outside the health and welfare organisation. Both the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the European Union (EU) recommend that health perspectives should be integrated into other policies of matter [2].

Refugees who suffer from poor health and in addition are partly linked to experiences in the country of origin and circumstances during the escape. Meta-analysis claim that 10% of the refugees, from whom have resettled in western countries, suffers from Post Traumatic Stress Disease (PTSD) [3].

The national Red Cross survey shows that about 30% of the refugees that are coming to Sweden have experiences which can be of traumatising character [4].

Almqvist [5] have concluded that a holistic picture of the asylum seekers surrounding environment, including consideration of health promoting factors, are important for a favourable health. In addition, a holistic approach can help determine whether the prevention will succeed or not, and reduce symptoms and the risk of mental illness.

Sweden has more than 40 years’ of experience receiving refugees. Over the years, the main responsibility for the issue has alternated between various organisations and authorities. From 1985, the highest authority was the Labour Market Board (AMS). Then followed a period when the anchorage to the labour market not was as clear, which was due to shared responsibility between several authorities. In 2010, the so-called establishment reform was implemented by the Swedish government which transferred the responsibility to the Employment Agency (EA). Accordingly, EA became responsible for refugees to establish themselves in the society. The newly arrived individuals have in frame of the establishment period of 24 months to integrate in the Swedish society. EA is responsible and for making decisions of immigrants’ residence in municipalities [7]. The municipalities are responsible for that immigrants are given training in Swedish language, which is carried out under the programme “Swedish For Immigrants” (SFI), providing civic orientation (CO), practical help at

A study concerning health promoting and preventive interventions among migrant and refugees in heterogeneous populations in Denmark has shown that increased participation in the society has positive impacts on health development [6].
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Health promotion and prevention of illness provides benefits in both short and long term for the individual, but also for the society [8]. If the health of new arrivals is promoted, such as language and participation in the society, the possibility of a successful establishment increases. The core of the work taking care of newcomers, is that the circumstances for providing good health are important for the establishment in the community, such as participation in work, studies, or other daily activities that contribute to the society. A functioning migration process promotes health among the new arrivals and facilitate the establishment on the labour market [9]. Paying attention to determinants of health among newly arrived allows that skills to a greater extent can be exploited [6] and matched with the needs of the region’s labour market [10]. Social constructions (SC) are not static, but dynamic processes that are reproduced, by the inhabitants in the society [11]. When SC are reproduced including dimensions of power that are dependent on gender, ethnicity, or socio-economical position, can affect an individual's opportunity to obtain good health [12]. The traditional gender rules, with expectations of the male as the breadwinner and the woman having core responsibility for the household [13], are currently not a norm in Western countries such as in Scandinavia who claims that they are gender equal. Both men and women participate somehow equally in the working life, while women still do more than half of the unpaid work in the households [14]. The level of collectivism such as loyalty to the family, necessity to sense of belonging to the group and sharing of values and norms, are high in the Arabic region [15] where the main part of the of newly arrived come from (Migration Agency, 2016). In Scandinavia it is the opposite, where the level of individualism is high [15]. Northern Sweden, as well as some other parts in Sweden, are struggling with an aura of exoticism, which bestowed advantages being captivating for tourists. However also disadvantages, where the inhabitants are pictures out by the urban population as old fashioned and as a burden that hampering the national growth [16].

A study within the Swedish context [17] shows that policy makers and civil society in some small rural municipalities consider the refugee reception as an opportunity to balance the population structure because such communities often have an ageing population and a declining population base. However, their research also shows that policy makers and the civilian population in other municipalities with similar social structure can have the opposite perception. In these cases, explanations are provided where such negative attitudes can be derived to lack of housing and jobs.

Research is needed regarding the health and future prospects among the newly arrived who settle outside the metropolitan areas of Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmoe. However, there are not enough studies that illustrate how officials and specialists capture asylum seekers and the newly arrived strength and empowerment from a health promoting perspective, gender, and place of residence. To our knowledge, there have been no previous studies carried out where conditions in small municipalities and middle sized cities have been examined from using the health perspective delineated above.

Objectives The objectives of this study was to:

• explore how determinants for health were defined by officials and specialists at the Employment Agency and by the social officials at the municipalities

• illuminate the impact of gender and place of residence within the establishment program

Methods

Description of the theoretical point of departure for choose of study design

The theoretical starting point with this study is a from a holistic and thus from a systemic perspective. Accordingly, concerns that are analogous to systems thinking, which is occupied with interactions and relations among things and these things interactions with other things in its environment and with its environment itself [18]. This also apply to the mixed method according to Strandberg et al.; Bentzen [19, 20], and to help researchers achieve meta-inferences. Meta-inferences can be developed as concepts and their interrelation into a set of theoretical statements for a given substantive area or issue.

To use focus groups interviews in combination with Audit recording are preferable when interactive discussion with a specific focus and holistic covering would like to be reached [19]. In addition to the study results, participation in a focus group investigation has a value for the group members themselves [21] as it encourage to further discussion [19].

A use of mixed method is recommended as a complement to quantitative data collection when the researchers would like to capture a holistic understanding of the phenomenon of interest [22].

The region and the participants

The studies were conducted in a county with a huge area and low population density (11 inhabitants per square kilometre) located in the northern part of Sweden. This albeit there is a city near the coast with around 800 inhabitants per square kilometre.

This municipality hosts 97633 out of the counties 243897 inhabitants [23]. In the selected county it is most common to work in middle and small size enterprises or in official service. The consumption of health care services is higher than the country average as well as the unemployment rate. The amount of academics are lower than the country average [24].

All 68 officials and specialists from the Employment Agency engaged in the Establishment program and officials in the Municipality Social Offices located in the county’s seven municipalities was invited to participate in the study. A majority of the officials had a university degree, and approximately half of them had worked four years or longer with newly arrived [25].

From here and onwards all respondents and informants are called “officials” and all newly arrived are called “clients.”

Quantitative data collection

The Audit method that was used for the quantitative data collection is a scientific practical method for ensuring the quality of services provided, such as health care, counselling, or action plans. The method has its origin in the Danish primary health care and is developed by family doctors [20] and is originally designed for research and quantitative data collection. In addition, it is advantageous to combine the method with a relevant qualitative data collection [26]. Furthermore, the Audit method is described as an activity-based
bottom up perspective, which aims for increasing the quality of operations through increased knowledge among the profession [26]. The uniqueness of the method is that it is not the patient/client who is the subject of recording, but the professionals’ activities. Thus, the professionals’ activities are recorded and then analysed to investigate which measures that are needed to take for improvement, for ensuring that improvement will happen, or alternatively confirmed so that activities are performed satisfactory.

The method comprises five main parts [26] figure 1:

a) To formulate goals for the business – increasing knowledge about how health-promoting factors are identified
b) To observe and record the participants own work – find out which tools that are used and how
c) Comparing the result with the set of formulated goals – analyse “b” to get a picture of how the work is done today
d) Changing the work so that the objectives are reached – take advice of the result of “b + c” and in workshops share experiences and propose solutions to achieve “a”
e) Record whether change has occurred or not – repeat “b” about a year after “d” has been implemented in the business to check if “a” is reached.

Figure 1. The Audit Wheel.

The recording form and a manual for the Audit-recording were created in co-operation with a selection of experienced specialists from the Employment Agency and the municipalities. The themes included in the recording form have their starting points from communication with practitioners, official reports, previous research and “salutogenic” approaches [27]. With a salutogenic approach, the objective is to contribute to and to promote social equity in health [28]. In addition, to include participation and empowerment [29]. In this study, the recording of the stage “b” was approached as a recording of the officials’ reflections after the meeting with the client. With respect to proper ethical rules, this issue was seriously highlighted in the manual. Thus, that it was the officials’ reflections on health promoting factors that should be recorded, not mapping the client.

The Audit investigation took place two weeks during spring 2016.

Qualitative data collection

After the preliminary results from the Audit-recording were available, a interview guide was created with support of experienced specialists to reach more information about areas that could be illuminated further and reach deeper understanding [21]. Thereafter, a pilot interview, supported by the question guide, was conducted with representatives from an Asylum Committee. The qualitative study include current municipal structures in the county, the large coastal town, coastal communities, and rural municipalities.

After considering the amount of data needed to reach on the one hand saturation, and on the other hand credibility, reliability, validity, [30] meta-interference and completeness [22], with all respect of available time to conduct data collection, the researcher in charge had to make priorities that resulted in that only four of seven municipalities was included in the inquiry. Accordingly, a new design was needed. The researcher in charge thus designed to invite officials from four out of seven municipalities to conduct interviews. Each interview began with a brief presentation of the results from the Audit-recording [19, 22] the activity is illustrated in figure 1.

The interviews took place during May, 2016 where twenty-three informants participated, fourteen women and nine men. Seventeen where officials at the EA and six where officials at the municipalities. The focus group interviews were conducted with three to seven informants in each group, and where conducted at the informants’ regular workplace. The time of interviews ranged between 38-70 minutes in length and was recorded with the help of the principal investigator’s “smart phone”. In each interview session, an official from the County Administrative Board attended as an observer [21].

Data analysis

The Audit-recording was compiled and analysed using SPSS.1 Descriptive statistics were conducted by frequency analysis. Chi-square tests were used for analysis of variance between groups, depicted in table 2 and table 3. A p-value less than 0.05 was accepted as an indicator statistical significance [31]. The interviews were transcribed verbatim by the researcher in charge and analysed with inspiration of content analysis [30]. Manifest approach was used and the analyse units were sorted in according to the central questions in the interview guide:

• How has it influenced you by participating in the Audit-recording?
• Which results from the Audit-recording do you estimate as most important for your clients’ health?
• How do you look upon the patterns that are revealed when considering gender and municipality types in the Audit-recording?

When paths and tendencies in the material were defined trough codes [21] the researcher in charge summarised and drew conclusions from the two conducted studies. The work with the meta-interference was initiated during a workshop that began with a result presentation of the studies conducted. During that workshop, results were presented and used as basis for discussions. However, the workshop included a broader audience than the for the study included officials [25]. Hence, analysis from the meta-interference is currently only partly conducted and therefore not included in this paper.

1SPSS is a registered trademark and copyrighted © by IBM Corp.
Ethics

The project took into account the Declaration of Helsinki Ethical Principles for good research; that is, the information requirement, the consent requirement, the confidentiality and use requirement were met satisfactorily [32]. The researchers were aware of the new arrivals vulnerable situation, which required rigorous awareness in all project components. The methods and approaches for the study were chosen with respect to the newly arrived vulnerability. The study has been presented with no major objections for the Mid Sweden University’s ethics committee (MIUN 2016/656).

Results

Audit-registration

Basics about the reflections: Thirteen out of 68 invited officials could participate in the Audit-survey. Those officials made N 120 reflections (recordings), n 47 in the large coastal municipality, n 40 in coastal municipalities and n 33 where made in rural municipalities. Eight out of ten (83%) reflections was made around clients they have meet at least once before. Half of the clients were females and half males. The median age for the clients was 32 years old (born 1984), the average age was 36 (born 1980). The oldest client was born in year 1949 and the youngest in 1997.

Included health factors: The health factors was categorized in nine themes and have 24 items (table 1). All frequencies are based on the 120 recorded reflections. In the theme of ongoing contact, there was high frequency for occupation/activities (69.2%) and low frequency for non-governmental organizations (NGO) (7.5%). Other health factors that had low frequency of inclusion was found under the theme of Social networks and the items hobbies/culture/religious societies (4.2%), as well as under the theme Risk and the item lifestyle behaviours (11.7%).

In separate analysis for type of municipality (table 3) shows variations in factors that were included in the reflections. Significant variance was shown between types of municipality regarding majority population (p-value = 0.016) in the large coastal municipality and neighbours (p-value <0.001) in rural municipalities. Significant variance was shown in the theme Surrounding society (p-value = 0.044) and Neighbourhood (p-value <0.001) as more frequent to include in rural municipalities, including Authorities (p-value = 0.001) was more frequent in the other two types of municipalities. Coastal municipalities shows significant lower frequency to include Improvement in economy was needed (p-value = 0.002), but higher frequencies including Self-confidence (p-value <0.001) and Proudness (p-value = 0.001). Power (p-value = 0.002) was more frequent in rural- and coastal municipalities compared to the large coastal municipality.

Focus group interviews

The officials expressed that they had ameliorated the necessity, and their awareness about health promoting factors thanks to their participation in the Audit-registration. During the Audit-registration, the health factors regarding the clients’ social situations were fragmented. However, during the process social situations could be split into smaller and more manageable pieces that were discussed one by one. Therefore, the clients’ social situation could be viewed upon in a positive way such as having an existing access to social and human capital. Nevertheless, this was nothing the officials had considered earlier during their daily work. On the contrary, under ordinary work where the social situation was included it was associated as a negative factor or as a dilemma. Few had included life style factors in their reflections. In addition, several officials’ claimed that it is private and can be a topic for discussion only when they had met a client several times and they had been able to build common trust between each other.
"It has enhanced the picture of how important it is to identify health promoting factors. I’ve gotten me a lesson. I’m happy for the process."

Clients' value of importance of health

The officials claim that the most important for their client's health is that the processes regarding health care need to go faster and the structures for collaboration with the health care departments at the county councils need huge improvement. The officials express frustration regarding that their clients got caught by the situation, and that they were exposed to unnecessary pain of both physical and psychological character because of insufficient collaboration between the responsible authorities.

"We would like to say to the one responsible at the Refugee Camp ‘This person feel ill, you have to take contact with the health care service now!’ Then the person can be treated, and feel better when they are coming to us who work with the establishment program. The time is running, and we can’t take decisions without loosing valuable time for the newly arrived."

Patterns between female and male about power

The variations in the reflections regarding power and gender explains by the informants with as a majority if the officials was of Swedish origin, their assumptions regarding power are founded in the Swedish social constructions of culture and they took for given that their male clients have power. For women it could look very different Swedish social constructions of culture and they took for given that their male clients have power. For women it could look very different Swedish social constructions of culture and they took for given that their male clients have power.

"That we more often include reflections over women's de facto 'power' than for men, which may depend on that men have power. It mirrors more of what we are thinking than how things are in reality."

The informants was not in consensus with this description. Intensive discussions regarding gender and power occurred. However, all officials where in consensus that they have meet clients of both gender that was confused regarding the differences in gender rules in Sweden as compared to their country of origin.

"It can be a hard situation for a man who has had the position as the breadwinner, to arrive here and accept that women receive the equal amount of economic supply and opportunities as the man. It is a huge conversion for a man no longer have control over everyday life."

"Many young women who do not have a family have already pointed out their way when they are coming. They know what they would like to reach. There are all variations."

Several officials who have foreign background themselves, described how they have expired that time is needed to understand and adopt to the Swedish model for gender rules and routines for how to achieve a functional family life in Sweden. For example, that it is a necessity that both parents share the responsibility for care of children and home for to have a functional everyday life. This because both parents are expected to have activities outside the home such as work, school, or practice. Same informants described with confidence how they used their own experiences when explaining for their clients' the strength with gender equity. That the whole family, especially the children, are "winners" with gender equity.

"It’s just a matter of time for the newly arrived before they recognize that if you want to have a good life here in Sweden, all parties get profit from equality."

Patterns in reflections in relation to the kind of municipality

The variation regarding trust to the authorities explains by the officials with; in rural municipalities just a few authorities are represented and the connections between the officials at the different authorities are closer. This lack of local authorities in rural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health factors N 120</th>
<th>Large Coastal Municipality n 47 (39.2%)</th>
<th>Coastal Municipalities n 40 (33.3%)</th>
<th>Rural Municipalities n 33 (27.5%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority population</td>
<td>11 (23.4)</td>
<td>1 (2.5)</td>
<td>4 (12.1)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobbies/culture/religion</td>
<td>1 (2.1)</td>
<td>1 (2.5)</td>
<td>3 (9.1)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-/study fellows</td>
<td>18 (38.3)</td>
<td>16 (40.0)</td>
<td>11 (33.3)</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbours</td>
<td>17 (36.2)</td>
<td>5 (12.5)</td>
<td>22 (66.7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety/trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding society</td>
<td>6 (12.8)</td>
<td>11 (27.5)</td>
<td>12 (36.4)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorities</td>
<td>27 (57.4)</td>
<td>21 (52.5)</td>
<td>6 (18.2)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood</td>
<td>17 (36.2)</td>
<td>12 (30.0)</td>
<td>26 (78.8)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>8 (17.0)</td>
<td>14 (35.0)</td>
<td>5 (15.2)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement needed</td>
<td>28 (59.6)</td>
<td>12 (30.0)</td>
<td>23 (69.2)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>13 (27.7)</td>
<td>19 (47.5)</td>
<td>22 (66.7)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td>17 (36.2)</td>
<td>24 (60.0)</td>
<td>4 (12.1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proudness</td>
<td>17 (36.2)</td>
<td>21 (52.5)</td>
<td>4 (12.1)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Selection of included health factors in number and percent (%) for different municipality types.
municipalities is described by the officials as both positive and negative. It was positive that they easily could build up trust and familiarity with the clients, and it gave the officials a holistic picture of each individual client. On the other hand, the lack of authorities in rural municipalities increased the burden for the officials, as they often where forced to help clients with issues that were another authority's responsibility. However, this condition also leads to that the officials had less time to deal with issues actually included in their duties. The more common reflections regarding contacts with neighbours in rural municipalities were exploring with that it are easier to get acquaintance with each other, and people are more eager to welcome newly arrived in small societies than in higher density populated areas. There was a huge variation between the types of municipalities if the officials had included trust in the neighbourhood or not. In all; however, officials described trust in the neighbourhood as a physical issue dealing with public communications. As the county has a huge area, with long distance between the central societies and low frequency of local buses, it was time-consuming for the clients. This amount of time consumption was necessary for the officials to consider when planning for their clients' activities in the establishment program.

Discussion

This study showed that the officials defined access to the health care, participation in the society, and sufficient collaboration between the authorities for not losing valuable time during the establishment period as important factors for their clients' opportunities to achieve good health. As the officials mentioned, insufficient collaboration might benefit from specific preventive guidelines for immigrants and refugees as described by Tugwell, et al. [33]. In addition, the officials claim that there is a need to consider the strength that can be achieved by more distinct descriptions by which authority that is ultimately responsible for each part of a client's integration in the society. Thus, existing national recommendations, methodological support, and local agreements where local authorities are supposed to co-operate to promote a client's integration in our society seem to have potential to develop [34]. Accordingly, the methodological support has to more explicitly consider how every client can achieve participation to develop empowerment [29], self-confidence, and pride to successfully integrate in the society viewed as a whole, as well as with a salutogenetic approach [27]. Furthermore, the Swedish ideal by claiming that social constructions of gender as equal [14] is quite often a challenge for the clients. The shown results regarding the struggling with social constructions of gender are in close connection to country of origin as well as country of destination are confirmed by Llácer et al. [13]. Another challenge for the newly arrivals concerning social constructions of culture in their country of origin. In northern Sweden the newly arrivals, nor the so called "Norrlanders" recognise themselves in that same manner as some sub-urban metropolitan areas of Sweden are of culture [16]. However, this probably only exist as exotic in the constructions of culture that might occur in peripheral areas. This equalisation in gap between collectivism versus individualism differences seem however, to appear more seldom in rural areas. Scandinavian countries with high level of individualism [15]. These originating from regions with high level of collectivism compared to the country average has a university degree, especially males [24]; therefore, it occurs competitions in job opportunities between the local population and the newly arrivals. This often is related to the heterogeneous group of immigrants who are over-represented having manual skills [10].

The selected study design with option to include a pre-designed mixed-method gave advantages inform of a clear rational to follow though each part of the study. However, the reference officials whom were involved during the whole study gave reliability, validity and credibility[30] to that this studies results are in line with what the officials are struggling with in their daily work at the Employment Agencies and municipality social offices. Stage "d" in the Audit-method [26] equal as meta-interference according to Venkatesh et al. (2013) [22] is somehow initiated inform of a workshop for all stakeholders in a broader project named "Establishment with health perspectives". The County Administrative board was responsible for the workshop, and they as well as all involved stakeholders have received a comprehensive project report [25] where suggestions for implications are included. The report will also be used as base for further development of practice tools for the officials. Viz., a continuation of the work to reach meta-interference. To measure and ensure the impact of proposed and implemented actions stage "e" in the Audit method the principal investigator at Mid Sweden University will apply for additional funds to carry out a follow-up Audit-recording spring 2018. One of the weaknesses with this study was that only thirteen out of 68 officials participated in the Audit-recording (120 reflections) which might influenced the result. Of that reason the results must be considered with attention. However, the rich material that was achieved trough the focus groups interviews brought completeness to study purpose [26].

Conclusions

For to reach increased effectiveness within the establishment program, and increased loss of time that risk to worsen the newly arrivals health, improved collaboration is needed. The collaboration between the responsible authorities regarding health promotion would gain by improved methodical support and development of comprehensive guidelines for health care professionals working with newly arrivals. Some of the participating officials whom themselves had migrated stresses that the whole family, especially the children gains by gender equity. The officials in general also stress how important it is to find a balance between promotion of gender equity, and showing the newly arrivals respect for their social constructions of culture in their country of origin. In northern Sweden the newly arrivals seems to quite easily get access to the civil society. The officials claims that the majority population in northern Sweden care about vulnerable individuals, and are willing to support the newly arrivals integration as they also look upon them as a potential resource for
regional survival and development. Irrespective of if you are newly arrived, official or of the majority population the distance in sparsely populated areas is time consuming, and always need to be considered in the everyday life.
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